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Hostile Fire Detection System
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Non-Invasive Deep Tissue Surgery 
100% Effective in treating 
intracranial hemorrhage 









Experimentation vs. Implementation
VALUE CREATION

Why? 
Leaders 

New Organizations 
Exploration 

Research & Development 
Beginners 
Planting 

Discovery 
“Yes and…” 
Uncertainty 

Infinite 
Culture of Experimentation

VALUE CAPTURE

What & How? 
Managers 

Mature Organizations 
Exploitation 

Products & Services 
Experts 

Harvesting 
Validation 

“Yes but…” 
Certainty 

Finite 
Culture of Implementation



Why?



“If I had asked my customers what they wanted, they 
would have told me a faster horse.‘” - Henry Ford



















est. $10B rev. 2015 
launched 2010 

40K new drivers per month

Uber doesn’t own any cars!



est. $10B rev. 2015
launched 2010

40K new drivers per month

Uber doesn’t own any cars!

Airbnb for Cars



What’s the real need?  Why did they 
fail?





Public Food Service System 
Holstebro Municipality, Denmark

125 000



Public Food Service System 
Holstebro Municipality, Denmark















Redesign the Reading Light







Focus on Users and 
their Needs







Redesign the Reading Light



“Make the human 
element as important as 
the technical & business 
elements.” 

- David Kelly







Common Process – enables collaborations across all groups, 
i.e., TEAMWORK

Common Language – reduces miscommunications (think 
Pidgin)

Human Centered – understand the human need before 
developing solutions. Can be applied to many situations

Cultural Catalyst - leads to mindset change, that leads to 
cultural change. Failing = Learning

What’s the big deal about DT?



“Returning Adult 
Students”



Empathy





Engage with users 
Observe environments 
Immerse in experiences 



When you feel what the other person is feeling.
When you can mirror their expression, their opinions, 
and their hopes.

empathize: what?



empathize: what?

When you feel what the other person is feeling.
When you can mirror their expression, their opinions, 
and their hopes. 

Talk Story



Imagine a scenario of  

Redesigning a Motorcycle Helmet



What questions would 
you ask a motorcyclist 

about their helmet?





Helmet Questions (traditional)
• What do you like and dislike about 

your helmet? 
• Why did you buy your current helmet? 
• What did you not like about your old 

helmets? 
• Where did you buy your helmet?



“I like the full visor style of my helmet.”

“I wish my helmet was lighter. It can be 
heavy.”

HMW create a lighter, cooler, and more comfortable 
helmet?

“I like black matte helmets…they look cool” 

“I wish there was better ventilation. My 
head sweats during the summer months!”





Redesign the Motorcycle 
Helmet



Redesign 
driven by 
user need





So how did they 
do it?



What questions would you ask?



User Need Questions (DT)

• Why do you ride? 
• What does it feel like to ride? 
• Tell me about the last time you 

went for a ride? 
• What was the best and worst 

ride?  Why? 
• What got you started riding? 



“I ride for the freedom…I am stuck in a box called an office. 
So when I ride, it makes me feel alive”

“I don’t wear a helmet but I know riding is 
dangerous. My kids worry.”

HMW enable Motorcycle Jane to ride safely but feel the 
wind blowing through her hair?

“I like to feel the wind on my face, and 
through my hair”

“I would wear a helmet if I didn’t have to 
wear a helmet.” 



Helmet vs. User Need Questions 
What do you like and 
dislike about your 
helmet?

Tell us about the last time 
you went for a ride?  What 
does it feel like to ride?



TIP: focus on asking 
questions that reveal user 

NEEDS





College questions  vs. User Need 
What do you like and dislike 
about community college?

Can you tell us a bit about your 
journey to the community college?



empathize: how?



Empathy Mindset 
• Listen…really listen  
• Without judgement 
• Beginner’s eye 
• Intense Curiosity 
• Optimistic 
• Respectful



Tips for Asking Questions
• Ask questions that will reveal who they are and what they do, and 

why.  

• Every question creates a box. So start with broader “who is this 
person” vs. “why you quit school?” questions.  

•Discover vs. Validate



Empathy: 
exercise 1



Open ended questions are questions that lead to a further discussion. 
They are questions that do not have a simple answer like yes or no or a 
number. Together share a list of questions you will ask your interviewee.

1.Pair up and list as many questions you can think of.

2. Analyze them and make them open ended if they are 
not.

interview: exercise 1



Empathy: 
exercise 2



interview: preparation!

Identify and order themes: Identify themes or subject areas into which 
most questions fall. Determine the order that would allow the 
conversation to flow most naturally.

Refine questions: make sure that you leave room in your planning to 
ask plenty of “why?” questions, plenty of “tell me about the last time 
you _____?” questions, and plenty of questions that are directed at 
how the user FEELS.



What do you want to learn? 

Who is this person?   

What is their life like? 
What things do they love, hate and fear?  
What do they do? 

Why community college?



• ‘Tell us a bit about yourself’ is a good start. 
• Ask a question, listen, let the response guide your next 

question. 
• When you’re not interviewing, take lots of notes and 

observe. Keep each note small..like less then 5-6 
words. 

• Write down quotes, stories, feelings, and other 
observations. 

• Ask lots of follow up questions, and go deep into the 
drivers of their enthusiasm.

interview: things to remember



Ways to ask more when you are curious about certain things: 

- “Can you tell us a bit more about that…?” 
- “Why?” 
- Let the conversation continue. Don't be afraid of 
silence. 
- Make sure to note down quotes and interesting things 
mentioned during the interview. 

Debrief as a team after each interview if possible.





Interview 
Logistics



Define



Synthesize information 
Reframe the problem 
Decide what is important



define: why?

You pick what is worthy to be pursued. 
The team is on the same page. 
You can try multiple ways to achieve this.



come together and understand the experience 
identify user, reveal the needs, articulate insights 
reframe the problem into a new point of view 

define: how?



Debrief each interview with entire team.
interview: synthesis

feeling?

What are some quotes 
and defining words your 
user said?

What might your user 
be thinking?What does 
this tell you about his or 
her beliefs?

What emotions 
might your subject 
be feeling?What actions and 

behaviors did you 
notice?



unpacking your interview: empathy maps

say/do think/feel



DEMO



Build Empathy Maps  
One per Interview



Empathize Define

Ideate
Prototype

 Test



define: how?

user insight need + +

point of view

Information into Intelligence 



what’s an insight? 
most times it’s not!



Why?

How? What? Facts/Data

Stories



Inferences

Observations



Insight 
an accurate and deep intuitive 
understanding of a person or thing

“that’s interesting…”

“I wasn’t expecting that…”

“Wow...I don’t get it?”

“What did he mean by that…”

“What he said, doesn’t jive with what she said”

“Where is that coming from”

“Something doesn’t make sense”

“We should have asked ‘why’”



point of view: components

user 
be specific

insight 
= observation + interpretation

need 
use verbs

Parents with 
young kids 

They see grocery shopping 
as an educational 
adventure 

To engage their children 
in continuous learning 
moments throughout 
the store 

Young couples 
in love

They see grocery shopping 
as an extended date 

To enrich their 
relationships while 
engaging in routine 
activities like grocery 
shopping 

+ +



DEMO



point of view: worksheet

user insightneed 

leave 
this 

blank 
for now



point of view: worksheet

user insightneed 

Parents with 
young kids 

They see grocery 
shopping as an 
educational adventure 

To engage their 
children in continuous 
learning moments 
throughout the store 

Combine to 
make POVs

They see it as a safe 
learning environment 

It bring them pride to 
see their children be 
self reliant.

It gives them confidence 
that their kids can handle 
public situations

user 

insight 

need 

+
+



Ideate



Generate many solutions 
Imagine possibilities 
Create diverse options



The best way to get a good idea is to get a 
lot of ideas.
— Linus Pauling, nobel prize chemist



POV 

HMW 

HMW 

HMW 

Generating Solutions

Ideas

Fi
lte

r f
or

 p
ot

en
tia

l

Questions Selection



POV 

HMW 

HMW 

HMW 

HMW 

Prepare for Brainstorming: how?

How Might We …



Create HMWs from your selected POV

HMW create experiences in the store that feels like an adventure?

HMW have enriching interactions across children visiting the store?

HMW enable diverse learning opportunities in the store?

Some example connectors: Enable, Enrich, Create, Facilitate, 
Connect, Provide, Encourage

DEMO

HMW create safe learning opportunities for the children in the store?

…



DEFER JUDGEMENT.
GO FOR VOLUME.

ONE CONVERSATION AT A TIME.
STAY ON TOPIC.

BE VISUAL.
HEADLINE YOUR IDEA.

ENCOURAGE WILD IDEAS.
BUILD ON THE IDEAS OF OTHERS.

Step 1: Brainstorm



All the creative, wild, bad, OK, and undeveloped ideas 
from your brainstorm

Yield familiar and incremental resultsWhen evaluated with typical “attractive” and 
“feasible” criteria before direct implementation

idea selection is a critical step



All the creative, wild, bad, 
OK, and undeveloped ideas 
from your brainstorm

Can be developed 
for feasibility

Selected for potential

we will select and develop 
high potential ideas



Step 2: Selecting Ideas

place two votes on the ideas that you think are 
most likely to successfully address your “How 
Might We”

place two votes on the ideas that you think 
would delight customers (without regard for 
practical constraints)

place two votes on the most breakthrough 
ideas (if a fatal flaw or real world constraint 
were to be ignored)

most likely 
to succeed

most likely 
to delight

breakthrough 
if..



Prototype





A tangible, testable representation of 
your idea

prototype: what?



Make ideas physical 
Build to Think 
Create experiences



prototype: fail early and often

cost of failure vs. project time



prototype: stages



to gain empathy

to explore

to test

to inspire

  get deeper understanding

build to think

learn and refine solutions

inspire with your prototype

prototype: why?



Early stage prototypes Pilot Scale
Discovery Validate

1hr, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month time scales Longer time scales

Abstract and Concrete Concrete

Freedom to fail Risky to Fail

Failure and success both contribute equally to 
progress High cost of failure

Multiples tried concurrently Rarely done in multiples

Reduces Project risk continuously Uneven risk reduction paths

Solution confidence increases along the project 
timeline Solution confidence high until failure of pilot



prototype: What?

The question you are trying to answer early on is  

NOT, 

“Can we build it(technically)?”, 

but rather, 

“Would it matter to people if we did?”



prototype: start rough and rapid





prototype: start rough and rapid





prototype: start rough and rapid





Designing a Low cost Neo-natal Care unit 





Embrace v 0.0 Embrace v 1.0

vs





prototype now!

20 minutes:  
Build your team’s     
idea for testing

  



Storytelling…Story Telling



- it’s a human centered way to communicate. 

- a great way to connect people with ideas. 

- effects the emotions and the intellect simultaneously. 

- it brings people together.

storytelling: why?



use concrete details to show the need you found, and 

how your solution will transform your user’s experience

mission:

Audience should re-tell the story to a friend or colleague. 

your goal:













Test



Bring ideas to users 
Evaluate solutions 
Generate feedback



“prototype as if you know you’re right, 
test as if you know your wrong”

“continue to gain empathy for your users”

test: how?







test: how?
1. let the user experience the 
prototype

2. observe the experience

3. engage the user 

4. know your role

“prototype as if you know you’re right, test as if you 
know your wrong”



 let the user experience the prototype

set the scene for the 
new world with your 
prototype

give a short 
explanation to set 
context

act like a guide 
(not a lead)



provide/capture feedback: now

“I Like” “I Wish”

“I Wonder”“What if”



Share your story with the neighboring team 



Share out





Design thinking mindset





Ian Kitajima: ikitajima@oceanit.com 
    Abe Toma: atoma@oceanit.com 
Raviraj Pare: rpare@oceanit.com
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